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a b s t r a c t

The purpose of this paper is to establish the complexity of alternative versions of the weak axiom of
revealed preference (warp) for collective consumption models. In contrast to the unitary consumption
model, these collective models explicitly take the multi-member nature of the household into account.
We consider the three collective settings that aremost often considered in the literature.We startwith the
private setting in which all goods are privately consumed by the household members. Next, we consider
the public setting inwhich all goods are publicly consumed inside the household. Finally, we also consider
the general setting where no information on the (private or public) nature of goods consumed in the
household is available. We prove that the collective version ofwarp is np-hard to test for both the private
and public settings. Surprisingly, we also find for the general setting that the collective version ofwarp is
easy to test for two-member households.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modeling and analyzing household consumption behavior is a
fundamental research topic in microeconomics. For a long time,
the standard model in empirical consumption analysis was the so-
called unitary model, which treats the household as a single de-
cision making unit. However, by now it is well established that
Chiappori (1988)’s collective model of household consumption is
both conceptually and empirically amore attractive alternative for
analyzing the consumption behavior of multi-member households
(see, for example, Vermeulen, 2002 for an overview of the relevant
literature). This collectivemodel assumes that the different house-
hold members are endowed with individual preferences defined
over privately and publicly consumed goods (inside the house-
hold). These members then enter into a decision process of which
the outcome is assumed to obtain a Pareto optimal allocation (of
the aggregate household budget).

In the tradition of Afriat (1967) and Varian (1982), we are
interested in the revealed preference characterization of collective
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models. Such a revealed preference characterization does not
rely on any functional specification regarding the household
consumption process, and starts directly from the observed finite
set of prices and quantities. Varian (1982) introduced the revealed
preference axioms that summarize the empirical implications of
theoretical consumption models for single-member households.
Basically, consistency with the unitary model requires the
observed consumption data to obey the strong axiom of revealed
preference (sarp). More recently, Cherchye et al. (2011) provided
a revealed preference characterization of collective models for
multi-member households,which implies amulti-member version
of sarp.1

To date, this collective extension of sarp has received exten-
sive analysis. Most notably, it has been shown that testing the sarp
conditions for collective models is np-complete, even for house-
holds with only two members (Deb, 2010; Talla Nobibon et al.,

1 See also Peters and Wakker (1994), Varian (2006), Cherchye et al. (2007),
Cherchye et al. (2010) and Cherchye et al. (2013) for more discussion. To be precise,
Cherchye et al. (2011) actually characterized the collective model in terms of the
generalized axiom of revealed preference (garp) rather than sarp. But their results
are easily translated towards SARP. See, for example, Varian (1982) for a detailed
discussion on the subtle difference between garp and sarp.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmateco.2015.03.010
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jmateco
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jmateco
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jmateco.2015.03.010&domain=pdf
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2012; Talla Nobibon and Spieksma, 2010). Importantly, this con-
trasts with complexity results for the unitary model, for which the
sarp conditions can be tested in polynomial time (Piaw and Vohra,
2003; Talla Nobibon et al., 2014; Varian, 1982).

In this paper, we complement these existing results by
considering the collective version of the so-called weak axiom of
revealed preference (warp). Basically, warp coincides with sarp
except from the fact that it does not require revealed preferences
to be transitive. Thus, in general,warp and sarp are not equivalent
to each other. However, it turns out that in practical applications
they often have identical empirical implications, i.e. most data that
satisfy warp also satisfy sarp. Putting it differently, in empirical
work transitivity usually plays little role when testing data
consistencywith revealed preference axioms. This last observation
is an important one in viewof practical tests of the collectivemodel
(sarp) restrictions, as transitivity restrictions usually occupy a lot
of computation time.

This also directly motivates the purpose of the current pa-
per, which focuses on the computational complexity of the col-
lective warp conditions. Tools of computational complexity are
increasingly used to investigate computational properties of var-
ious problems in economic behavior; we restrict ourselves here
to mentioning work in goodness-of-fit models (Echenique et al.,
2011; Smeulders et al., 2014) and rationalizing choice behavior
(Apesteguia and Ballester, 2010; Demuynck, 2011). Essentially, we
will evaluate whether the computational hardness of the collec-
tive revealed preference conditions can be mitigated by dropping
the transitivity requirement. In particular, our following analysis
will consider the warp characterization of three collective con-
sumption settings: (i) the private setting where all goods are con-
sumed privatelywithout externalities, (ii) the public setting, where
all goods are publicly consumed inside the household, and (iii) a
general setting where no information on the (private or public na-
ture) of the goods is available.

Our main findings can be summarized as follows. A first
‘‘negative’’ conclusion will be that testing the collective warp
conditions is computationally difficult (i.e. NP-complete) for the
private and public settings. In these cases, dropping transitivity
does not solve the hardness problem associatedwith the collective
sarp conditions. However, as a second ‘‘positive’’ conclusion,
we also show that testing collective warp for two members
is computationally easy for the general setting. Here, we can
effectively test consistencywith the collective consumptionmodel
in an efficient way (i.e. in polynomial time) if we omit transitivity.
(As we will indicate, for this general setting the complexity in the
case of three or more members remains an open question.)

The remainder of the paper unfolds as follows. Section 2
presents our basic set-up. Sections 3–5 contain our main complex-
ity results (for, respectively, the private, public and general set-
tings). Section 6 concludes.

2. Set-up

To set the stage, we will start by fixing our basic notation.
Next, we will introduce the warp conditions that apply to single-
member households (which are essentially the conditions that
apply to the unitary consumption model). The following sections
will be more specific on the collective models (and corresponding
warp conditions) that form the central focus of our analysis.

2.1. Notation

We consider multi-member households that take consumption
decisions over m commodities (or goods). These goods can be
consumed either privately (with or without externalities) or
publicly. More precisely, private consumption of a goodmeans that
the consumption by one household member affects the supply
available for the other householdmembers (e.g. drinkingwater can
only be consumed privately). Next, consumption externalities refer
to the fact that one household member gets utility from another
household member’s private consumption (e.g. a wife enjoys her
husbands nice clothes). Finally, public consumption of a good
means that consumption of that good by one household member
does not affect the supply available for the other household
members, and no one can be excluded from consuming the good
(e.g. the rent of a shared house represents public consumption).

The collective models of household consumption explicitly
recognize the individual preferences of the household members.
These preferences may depend on the private quantities (with or
without externalities), the public quantities, or both. Throughout,
we assume that preferences of the householdmembers can be rep-
resented by a well-behaved (i.e. continuous, positive monotonic
and concave) utility function. The following sectionswill define ex-
plicit specifications of these member-specific utility functions for
alternative collective consumption models.

We assume a setting in which the empirical analyst observes
n household decisions resulting in consumption quantity bundles
qt :=


qt,1, . . . , qt,m


∈ Rm

+
, with corresponding prices pt :=

pt,1, . . . , pt,m


∈ Rm
++

, t = 1, . . . , n. The component qt,i
(respectively pt,i), for i = 1, . . . ,m, corresponds to the quantity
of good i bought by the household (respectively, the unit price of
good i) at the time of observation t . Note that the scalar product
p′q represents the total outlay for bundle q ∈ Rm

+
at the prices p ∈

Rm
++

. For ease of notation, we will write this scalar product simply
as pq. We denote the set of observations by S := {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N},
where N := {1, . . . , n}, and we refer to S as the dataset. For ease
of exposition, throughout this paper, we use t ∈ N to refer to the
observation (pt , qt).

2.2. warp for single-member households

Samuelson (1938) originally introduced thewarp condition for
single-member households. It defines a necessary requirement
for the existence of a single well-behaved utility function that
is consistent with the observed dataset S := {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N}.
More precisely, there can only exist awell-behaved utility function
that is maximized by each observed bundle qt subject to the
corresponding budget constraint (defined by the prices pt and the
budget ptqt ), if the dataset S is consistent with warp. As indicated
in the Introduction, the necessary warp requirement differs from
the necessary and sufficient sarp requirement in that it does not
require (revealed) preferences to be transitive.

The formal definition ofwarp is as follows.

Definition 1. Let S := {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N} be an observed dataset.

1. Bundle qs is directly revealed preferred over bundle qt if and only
if psqs ≥ psqt .

2. S satisfieswarp if and only if, for all observations s, t ∈ N , when
qs ≠ qt and qs is directly preferred over qt , then ptqt < ptqs.

In words, the bundle qs is directly revealed preferred over the
bundle qt if the bundle qs was chosen, while the bundle qt was also
affordable (at the prices ps). Next, if a bundle qs is directly revealed
preferred over qt , then it cannot be that qt is also directly revealed
preferred over qs (unless both bundles are identical).

In the following sections, we will extend this single-member
warp requirement to alternative collective settings. Collective
consumption models pertain to multi-member households, in
which each member has his or her own well-behaved utility
function. Therefore, our consistency conditions for collective
models will basically imposewarp requirements for the (multiple)
individual household members. The specific form of these warp
requirements will depend on the collective model at hand.
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3. The collective consumption model with only private con-
sumption and no externalities

In the first collective consumption model that we study, we as-
sume that all goods are consumed privately without externalities.
In other words, the member-specific utility functions only depend
on the private goods consumed by that member. To facilitate our
discussion, we will mainly focus on two-member households in
what follows. However, as we will also indicate in Theorem 2, our
NP-completeness result for two-member households can easily be
generalized to households with k members (k ≥ 2).

Because a typical dataset only contains information on con-
sumption quantities that apply to the aggregate household level,
we have to deal with the fact that we do not know which fraction
of the observed bundle qt is consumed by each individual house-
holdmember. To this end, we consider, for each observation t ∈ N ,
a feasible personalized quantity vector (q1t , q

2
t ), which describes the

division of the goods over the two household members. Since the
true split up of qt is unobserved, we clearly need to consider all
possible feasible personalized quantity vectors.2 For each member
ℓ (ℓ = 1, 2) we define the personalized consumption dataset by
Sℓ = {


pt , qℓ

t


: t ∈ N}.

The extension of warp to this collective consumption model is
then as follows.

Definition 2 (Private 2-warp). Let S = {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N} be a
dataset of a two-member household. We say that S is consistent
with private 2-warp if and only if:

(i) For each t ∈ N there exist q1t , q
2
t ∈ Rm

+
such that qt = q1t + q2t ,

and
(ii) For each member ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, the set Sℓ = {


pt , qℓ

t


: t ∈ N}

satisfieswarp.

This problem can be rephrased as the following decision problem:
Problem: private 2-warp.
Instance: A dataset S = {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N}.
Question: Do there exist q1t , q

2
t ∈ Rm

+
satisfying qt = q1t + q2t for

each t ∈ N such that for ℓ = 1, 2, the set Sℓ = {

pt , qℓ

t


: t ∈ N}

satisfieswarp?
It turns out that answering this question is np-complete even

for the case under consideration, with only two members in the
household.

Theorem 1. Testing private 2-warp is NP-complete.

Proof. We use a reduction fromMonotone Not-all-equal 3-SAT,
which is known to be NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979).
Instance:A set of variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and a set of clauses
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} with each clause consisting of 3 non-negated
literals.
Question: Does there exist a truth-assignment so that for each
clause, either one or two of the literals are TRUE?

It is not difficult to see that private 2-warp belongs to the class
NP. The rest of this proof is structured as follows: given an arbitrary
instance of MNAE 3-SAT, we first build an instance of private
2-warp and next, we prove that we have a y es instance of MNAE
3-SAT if and only if the constructed instance of private 2-warp is a
y es instance.

Consider an arbitrary instance X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and C =

{c1, c2, . . . , cm} of MNAE 3-SAT. We build an instance of private
2-warp using 3n+4goods and 2n+2m+3 observations. We next

2 In some datasets we have some information on how consumption is shared.
This is called assignable information or exclusive goods in the literature. Such
information can easily be integrated in our analysis and would not change our
results.
describe the quantity and the price of goods for each observation.
We use ϵ =

1
4n and M = n + 1. The first block of 2n observations

corresponds to the variables and is given by:

q1 = (0, 0, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |1, 0, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 0) ;

p1 = (M,M, |M,M, |1, ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |1,M, . . . ,M, |ϵ,M, . . . ,M)

q2 = (0, 0, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, 1, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 0) ;

...

qn = (0, 0, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 1, |0, 0, . . . , 0) ;

p2 = (M,M, |M,M, |ϵ, 1, . . . , ϵ, |M, 1, . . . ,M, |M, ϵ, . . . ,M)

...

pn = (M,M, |M,M, |ϵ, ϵ, . . . , 1, |M,M, . . . , 1, |M,M, . . . , ϵ)

qn+1 = (0, 0, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 0, |1, 0, . . . , 0) ;

...

q2n = (0, 0, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, 1) ;

pn+1 = (M,M, |M,M, |M, . . . ,M, |ϵ,M, . . . ,M, |1,M, . . . ,M)

...

p2n = (M,M, |M,M, |M, . . . ,M, |M,M, . . . , ϵ, |M,M, . . . , 1)

The second block of 2m observations corresponds to the clauses.
For each clause ca = {xi, xj, xk}, we have the observations 2n + a
and 2n + m + a (a = 1, . . . ,m).

q2n+a = (1, 0, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0) ;

p2n+a = (1, ϵ, |M,M, | {ϵ, 1} |M, . . . ,M, |M, . . . ,M)

q2n+m+a = (0, 1, |0, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0) ;

p2n+m+a = (ϵ, 1, |M,M, | {ϵ, 1} |M, . . . ,M, |M, . . . ,M) .

The prices of the goods corresponding to variables xi, xj and xk
equal 1, and the prices of the goods corresponding to other
variables equal ϵ. Finally, we have observations 2n+ 2m+ 1, 2n+

2m + 2, 2n + 2m + 3.

q2n+2m+1 = (0, 0, |1, 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0) ;

p2n+2m+1 = (M,M, |1, ϵ, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |M, . . . ,M, |M, . . . ,M)

q2n+2m+2 = (0, 0, |0, 1, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0) ;

p2n+2m+2 = (M,M, |ϵ, 1, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |M, . . . ,M, |M, . . . ,M)

q2n+2m+3 = (0, 0, |0, 0, |1, . . . , 1, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0) ;

p2n+2m+3 = (ϵ, ϵ, |n − 1, n − 1, |1, . . . , 1, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ) .

We have now described the dataset S. Before embarking further
on the proof, let us describe the main idea. Consider the n goods,
5, 6, 7, . . . , n + 4 in observation 2n + 2m + 3. Each of these
goods corresponds to a variable in the instance of mnae-3sat. We
will argue that each of these n goods is allocated for a large part
(i.e. ≥ 3

4 ) to some member ℓ ∈ {1, 2}. This is akin to setting the
corresponding variable to true (if the good goes for the larger part
to member 1), or to false (if the good goes for the larger part to
member 2). Of course it remains to show that this is a satisfying
truth assignment.
According to Definition 1, recall that we say that for member ℓ ∈

{1, 2} qℓ
a is directly revealed preferred to qℓ

b, when we have paqℓ
a ≥

paqℓ
b with a, b ∈ S.

Claim 1. If paqa ≥ paqb for some a, b ∈ S, a ≠ b, then there exists
an ℓ ∈ {1, 2} for which qℓ

a is directly revealed preferred to qℓ
b.

Proof. Consider any split of qa into q1a, q
2
a , and qb into q1b, q

2
b , i.e., let

q1a + q2a = qa and q1b + q2b = qb. Since paqa ≥ paqb, it follows that
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pa(q1a+q2a) ≥ pa(q1b+q2b). Hence, either paq
1
a ≥ paq1b or paq

2
a ≥ paq2b

(or both). �

Notice that, apart from bundle q2n+2m+3, all other bundles are
unit vectors. We will use qi,j (pi,j) to denote the quantity (price) of
good j in observation i, i = 1, . . . , 2n+2m+3, j = 1, . . . , 3n+4.
We now exhibit a trick that we will use throughout the proof.
Consider a hypothetical dataset, containing the observations a and
b as follows:

qa = (1, 0), pa = (1, ϵ)
qb = (0, 1), pb = (ϵ, 1).

We say that the split of a bundle is extreme if each unit good of
that bundle goes to one (of the two)members with fraction at least
1 − ϵ.

Claim 2. In any feasible solution to private 2-warp of some dataset
containing observations a and b, the split of bundles qa and qb is
extreme.

Proof. Clearly, we have both paqa > paqb and pbqb > pbqa. So
using Claim 1, it follows that for one member ℓ we have that qℓ

a
is directly revealed preferred to qℓ

b and simultaneously for one
member ℓ′ qℓ′

b is directly revealed preferred to qℓ′

a . Thus in any
feasible solution ℓ and ℓ′ must be different (otherwise private
2-warp is violated). Let us assume, without loss of generality, that
for member 1 we have that q1a is directly revealed preferred to q1b
and q1b is not directly revealed preferred to q1a . Let α be the fraction
of bundle a allocated to member 1, and β the fraction of bundle b
allocated to this member. We then have that

pbq1b < pbq1a ⇒ β < ϵα.

Since α ≤ 1, we conclude β < ϵ =
1
4n . Likewise, since for member

2 we have that q2a is not directly revealed preferred to q2b , we find:

paq2a < paq2b ⇒ 1 − α < ϵ(1 − β) ⇒ α > 1 − ϵ =
4n − 1
4n

.

Claim 2 follows. �

Clearly, Claim 2 is applicable to any pair of observations
involving bundles that are unit vectors, and price vectors that
feature price ϵ and price 1. When applying this claim further on
in our proof, some price vectors also include price M . However,
whenever this is the case, the quantity of the goods will be 0 in
both bundles, so theM prices can be ignored in these situations.

We now proceed to show that when the constructed instance
of private 2-warp is a yes-instances, a satisfying truth assignment
exists.

Claim 3. In any feasible solution to this instance of private 2-warp,
we have for ℓ = 1, 2: p2n+2m+3qℓ

2n+2m+3 > 1.

Proof. Observe that Claim2 is applicable to observations 2n+2m+

1 and 2n + 2m + 2. Thus the split of the bundles q2n+2m+1 and
q2n+2m+2 is extreme. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that
good 3 is allocated to member 1 with fraction at least 1 − ϵ, while
good 4 is allocated to member 2 with fraction 1 − ϵ. Thus:

p2n+2m+1q12n+2m+1 ≥ 1 − ϵ =
4n − 1
4n

≥
1
4

= n
1
4n

= nϵ

≥ p2n+2m+1q2n+2m+3. (1)

It follows that for member 1, in any feasible solution, observation
q12n+2m+1 is revealed preferred over q12n+2m+3. Then, in order to
satisfy private 2-warp, we must have:

p2n+2m+3q12n+2m+3 < p2n+2m+3q12n+2m+1 ≤ p2n+2m+3q2n+2m+1 ⇒

(2)
n

i=1

q12n+2m+3,4+i < n − 1. (3)

Since, for a ∈ S, q2a = qa − q1a , we derive, using (3):

n
i=1

q22n+2m+3,4+i = n −

n
i=1

q12n+2m+3,4+i > 1. (4)

Finally, since p2n+2m+3,i = 1 for i = 5, 6, . . . , n + 4, it follows that
(4) can be written as:

p2n+2m+3q22n+2m+3 > 1.

A similar reasoning involving member 2 and observations 2n +

2m + 2 and 2n + 2m + 3 leads to:

p2n+2m+3q12n+2m+3 > 1. �

To proceed, let us consider observation i, (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and
observation 2n + 2m + 3. Using Claim 3, we observe:

p2n+2m+3qℓ
2n+2m+3 > 1 > p2n+2m+3qi for ℓ = 1, 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (5)

Thus, no matter the split of qi into q1i and q2i , for both member 1
and member 2 we have that q12n+2m+3 (resp. q22n+2m+3) is directly
revealed preferred over observation q1i (resp. q2i ), with i =

1, . . . , n. Since we have a yes-instance of 2-warp, we know that
then, for ℓ = 1, 2:

piqℓ
i < piqℓ

2n+2m+3. (6)

Observe that Claim 2 is applicable to observations i and n + i.
Thus, the split of qi and qn+i is extreme. Hence, there is a member
ℓ for which:

piqℓ
i ≥ 1 − ϵ. (7)

Inequalities (6) and (7) imply that the split of q2n+2m+3 is such
that:

piqℓ
2n+2m+3 > 1 − ϵ. (8)

Consider the vectors pi and q2n+2m+3, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It follows that:

piqℓ
2n+2m+3 = ϵ

n+4
j=5,j≠4+i

qℓ
2n+2m+3,j + qℓ

2n+2m+3,4+i. (9)

Also:

n+4
j=5,j≠4+i

qℓ
2n+2m+3,j ≤

n+4
j=5,j≠4+i

q2n+2m+3,j = n − 1. (10)

Rewriting (9), and using inequalities (8) and (10) gives for each
i = 1, . . . , n:

qℓ
2n+2m+3,4+i = piqℓ

2n+2m+3 − ϵ

n+4
j=5,j≠4+i

qℓ
2n+2m+3,j

> 1 − ϵ − ϵ(n − 1) = 1 −
n
4n

=
3
4
. (11)

Concluding, each good i = 5, 6, . . . , n + 4 in observation
2n + 2m + 3 is allocated for over 3

4 to some member ℓ ∈ {1, 2}.
Finally, we look at the two observations corresponding to each

clause j = 1, . . . ,m. It is clear that for eachmember ℓwe have that
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qℓ
2n+2m+3 is directly revealed preferred over both observations qℓ

2n+j

and qℓ
2n+m+j. Observe also that Claim 2 is applicable to observations

2n + j and 2n + 2m + j. Thus, in order not to have a violation of
private 2-warp, we should have for member ℓ qℓ

2n+j is not directly
revealed preferred over qℓ

2n+2m+3. Thus, for each ℓ = 1, 2:

p2n+jqℓ
2n+j < p2n+jqℓ

2n+2m+3. (12)

Since (without loss of generality), for member 1, we have
p2n+jq12n+j ≥ 1 − ϵ, and thus we have using (12):

p2n+jq12n+2m+3 > 1 − ϵ. (13)

This means that one of the three goods associated to clause j is
allocated over 3

4 to member 1. We argue by contradiction. Indeed,
in case none of the three goods of clause j are allocated over 3

4 to
member 1, then they are allocated for atmost 1

4 tomember 1. Then,

p2n+jq12n+2m+3 ≤ 3
1
4

+ (n − 3)ϵ =
3
4

+
n − 3
4n

=
4n − 3
4n

<
4n − 1
4n

. (14)

Thus we would have p2n+jq12n+2m+3 < 1− ϵ, contradicting (13).
Therefore, at least one of the goods associated with j is allocated
over 3

4 to member 1. Clearly, a similar reasoning involving 2n +

2m + j and member 2 implies that one of these three goods must
be allocated over 3

4 to member 2.
In conclusion, we now know the following about any valid

allocation of observation 2n + 2m + 3 which satisfies private
2-warp. Firstly, that each good is split up in a large and a small
allocation for the differentmembers. Secondly, that for each clause
and eachmember, there is at least one of the goods associatedwith
the variables that has a large allocation. A valid truth assignment
for MNAE 3-SAT can now be found as follows. If, in observations
2n+2m+3 a good is largely allocated tomember 1, the variable is
set to true, if a good is largely allocated to member 2, the variable
is false.

If we have a Yes-instance ofMNAE 3-SAT, an allocation of goods
which satisfies private 2-warp exists. For observation 2n+2m+3,
fully assign each good associated with a true variable to member
1, and each good associated with a false variable to member 2.
Likewise, fully assign the bundle i to member 1 if xi is true and
to member 2 if it is false. Furthermore, for all j = 1, . . . ,m, fully
assign bundles 2n+ j to member 1 and all 2n+m+ j to member 2.
Finally, fully assign 2n + 2m + 1 to member 1 and 2n + 2m + 2 to
member 2. It can be easily checked that such an allocation satisfies
private 2-warp. �

The following argument generalizes our NP-completeness
results for private 2-warp towards private k-warp for any fixed
k ≥ 2.3

Theorem 2. Testing private k-warp is NP-complete for any fixed
k ≥ 2.

Proof. NP-Completeness for private k-warp, k > 2 can also be
proven through a reduction fromMonotoneNot-all-equal3-SAT.
We briefly sketch this reduction. The dataset constructed is the
same as for k = 2, except that for any additional member beyond
the second, one extra observation and one extra good is added.
There are now2n+2m+3+(k−2) observations and 3n+4+(k−2)
goods. Observation 2n + 2m + 3 + i consists of only one unit of

3 The definition of private k-warp is trivially analogous to the one of private
2-warp. For compactness, we do not include it here.
good 3n + 4 + i, which has price 1 and all other prices equal to
ϵ. In all other observations, good 3n + 4 + i has price ϵ. Using
an argument similar to the proof of Claim 2, it is clear that, in any
feasible solution, allocations are extreme, i.e., any member ℓ who
is allocatedmore than a small fraction of good 3n+4+ iwill prefer
qℓ
2n+2m+3+i over all other bundles and anymemberwho is allocated

more than a fraction of a bundle in other observations prefers that
bundle over q2n+2m+3+i. Any feasible split will thus have the goods
3n + 4 + i in the extra observations almost completely allocated
to the members 3, 4, . . . , while all of the bundles present in the
proof for k = 2 must still be split over two members. �

4. The collective consumption model with only public goods

We next turn to the collective model with all goods publicly
consumed in the household. In this case all member-specific utility
functions are all defined for the same bundle of public goods. For
ease of exposition, we againmainly focus on households consisting
of two members. But, like before, our findings for this case are
easily extended to k-member households (with k ≥ 2).

For this public setting, we formalize the idea that household
members have individual-specific (unobserved) willingness-to-
pay for the public goods (bought at prices pt ). To do so, for each
observation t ∈ N , we define a feasible personalized price vector
(p1t , p

2
t ). Intuitively, these feasible personalized prices capture the

fractions of the household prices for the public goods that are
borne by the individual members ℓ. Given the Pareto efficiency
assumption that underlies the collective consumption model,
these prices can also be interpreted as Lindahl prices. We refer to
Cherchye et al. (2011) for a detailed discussion.

Similar to before, for each member ℓ (ℓ = 1, 2) we consider
personalized consumption datasets by Sℓ = {


pℓ
t , qt


: t ∈ N}. The

extension of warp to this collective consumption model is then as
follows.

Definition 3 (Public 2-warp). Let S = {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N} be a
dataset of a two-member household. We say that S is consistent
with public 2-warp if and only if:

(i) For each t ∈ N there exist p1t , p
2
t ∈ Rm

+
such that pt = p1t + p2t ,

and
(ii) For each member ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, the set Sℓ = {


pℓ
t , qt


: t ∈ N}

satisfieswarp.

This problem can be rephrased as the following decision
problem:
Problem: public 2-warp
Instance: A dataset S = {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N}.
Question: Do there exist p1t , p

2
t ∈ Rm

+
satisfying pt = p1t + p2t for

each t ∈ N such that for ℓ = 1, 2, the set Sℓ = {

pℓ
t , qt


: t ∈ N}

satisfies warp?
It turns out that answering this question also implies solving an

np-complete problem, even for two members in the household.

Theorem 3. Testing public 2-warp is NP-complete.

Proof. We again use a reduction from Monotone Not-all-equal
3-SAT.
Instance:A set of variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and a set of clauses
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} with each clause consisting of 3 non-negated
literals.
Question: Does there exist a truth-assignment so that for each
clause, either one or two of the literals are TRUE?

It is not difficult to see that public 2-warp belongs to the
class NP. The rest of this proof is structured as follows: given an
arbitrarily instance of MNAE 3-SAT, we first build an instance of
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public 2-warp and next, we prove that we have a y es instance
of MNAE 3-SAT if and only if the constructed instance of public
2-warp is a y es instance.

Consider an arbitrary instance X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and C =

{c1, c2, . . . , cm} of MNAE 3-SAT. We build an instance of public
2-warp using 3n + 2 goods and 2n + m + 2 observations. We
next describe the quantity and the price of the goods for each
observation. We use ϵ =

1
4n and M = n + 1. The first block of

2n observations corresponds to the variables and is given by:

q1 = (2, 0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |1, 0, . . . , 0, |0, 0);
p1 = (1, ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ,M, . . . ,M, |M,M)

q2 = (0, 2, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, 1, . . . , 0, |0, 0);
...

qn = (0, 0, . . . , 2, |0, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 1, |0, 0);
p2 = (ϵ, 1, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |M, ϵ, . . . ,M, |M,M)

...

pn = (ϵ, ϵ, . . . , 1, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |M,M, . . . , ϵ, |M,M)

qn+1 = (0, . . . , 0, |1, 0, . . . , 0, |1, 0, . . . , 0, |0, 0);
...

q2n = (0, . . . , 0, |0, 0, . . . , 1, |0, 0, . . . , 1, |0, 0);
pn+1 = (ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |1, ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ,M, . . . ,M, |M,M)

...

p2n = (ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ, ϵ, . . . , 1, |M,M, . . . , ϵ, |M,M)

Notice that each entry i in both a price-vector and a quantity-
vector correspond to good i, i = 1, . . . , 3n + 2. The second block
ofm observations corresponds to the clauses. For each clause ca =

{xi, xj, xk}, we have the observation 2n + a (a = 1, . . . ,m).

q2n+1 = ({0, 1}|0, . . . , 0|0, . . . , 0|0, 0);
p2n+1 = ({M, 1}|M, . . . ,M|ϵ, . . . , ϵ|2, 2)
q2n+2 = ({0, 1}|0, . . . , 0|0, . . . , 0|0, 0);
...

q2n+m = ({0, 1}|0, . . . , 0|0, . . . , 0|0, 0);
p2n+2 = ({M, 1}|M, . . . ,M|ϵ, . . . , ϵ|2, 2)
...

p2n+m = ({M, 1}|M, . . . ,M|ϵ, . . . , ϵ|2, 2)

In the observations corresponding to a given clause ca, a =

1, . . . ,m, the quantity of good i is 1 if the variable xi is part of
the clause ca, and 0 otherwise. As for the prices, the price of good
i is 1 if variable xi is in clause ca,M otherwise. Finally, we have
observations 2n + m + 1 and 2n + m + 2:

q2n+m+1 = (0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0|1, 0);
p2n+m+1 = (ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |M, . . . ,M|1, ϵ)
q2n+m+2 = (0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0, |0, . . . , 0|0, 1);
p2n+m+2 = (ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |ϵ, . . . , ϵ, |M, . . . ,M|ϵ, 1).

This concludes the description of the instance of public 2-warp.
The main idea used to argue the equivalence between Monotone
Not-all-equal 3-SAT and public 2-warp is as follows. The first n
goods, 1, . . . , n represent the variables considered. We will argue
that the (unit) prices of each of these n goods in these first n
observations are allocated for a large part (i.e. ≥ 1 − ϵ) to some
member ℓ ∈ {1, 2}. This corresponds to setting the variable to true
(if the price goes for the larger part tomember 1), or to false (if the
price goes for the larger part tomember 2). Theproofwill show that
this is a satisfying truth assignment.

We first show that the trick used in the proof for private goods
can be used similarly in the context of public goods. Consider
a hypothetical dataset, containing the observations a and b as
follows:

qa = (1, 0), pa = (1, ϵ)
qb = (0, 1), pb = (ϵ, 1).

We say that the split of the prices of a bundle is extreme if the
unit prices of goods present in the bundle are allocated to one of
the two members with amount at least 1 − ϵ.

Claim 4. In any feasible solution to public 2-warp of some dataset
containing observations a and b as above, the split of the price vector
is extreme.

Proof. Clearly, we have both paqa > paqb and pbqb > pbqa. In this
case, we have for one member ℓ qa is directly revealed preferred
over qb, and for one member ℓ′ qb is directly revealed preferred
over qa. Thus in any feasible solution ℓ and ℓ′ must be different
(otherwise public 2-warp is violated). Let us assume, without loss
of generality, that for member 1 qb is directly revealed preferred
over qa, while qa is not directly revealed preferred over qb. Let α be
the part of the price of product 1 in bundle a allocated to member
1, and β the part of the price of product 2 allocated to thismember.
We then have

p1aqa < p1aqb ⇒ α < β.

Since β ≤ ϵ, we conclude α < ϵ =
1
4n . This implies the price of

the first good of a is allocated for more than 1− ϵ to member 2. By
the same argument, the price of the second good in observation b
is allocated for more than 1− ϵ to member 1. Claim 4 follows. �

Claim 5. In any feasible solution, the decomposition of p2n+m+1 is
such that for somemember ℓwehave that q2n+m+1 is directly revealed
preferred over all bundles q2n+i, with i = 1, . . . ,m. While for the
other member ℓ′

≠ ℓ q2n+m+2 is directly revealed preferred over all
q2n+i.
Proof. It is clear that Claim 4 may be directly applied to observa-
tions 2n + m + 1 and 2n + m + 2. Without loss of generality, we
assume that in any feasible solution, the price of good 3n+1 in ob-
servation 2n+m+ 1 is allocated almost completely to member 1,
while the price of good 3n+2 in observations 2n+m+2 is allocated
tomember 2. It can easily be checked that p12n+m+1q2n+m+1 > 1−ϵ,
while p12n+m+1q2n+i ≤ 3ϵ for all i = 1, . . . ,m. A similar analysis for
member 2 proves the claim. �

This claim allows us to find a condition on the split of the prices
in the observations associated with the clauses.

Claim 6. In any feasible solution, for any observation 2n + i and
any member ℓ, the split of the corresponding prices must be so that
1 < pℓ

2n+iq2n+i < 2.
Proof. By Claim 5, for any member ℓ, we have that either q2n+m+1
is directly revealedpreferred to q2n+i or q2n+m+2 is directly revealed
preferred to q2n+i. Without loss of generality, we assume q2n+m+1
is directly revealed preferred to q2n+i. In any feasible solution, it
is then the case that pℓ

2n+iq2n+i < pℓ
2n+iq2n+m+1. It can be easily

checked that pℓ
2n+iq2n+m+1 is at most 2. As p2n+iq2n+i = 3 and

p12n+i + p22n+i = p2n+i, pℓ
2n+iq2n+i > 1 follows immediately. �

Consider now a pair of observations i and n + i, i = 1, . . . , n.
While these prices and quantities do not coincide with those in
Claim 4 exactly, it can be easily seen that the split of price i in
observation i is extreme. Next, notice that the member ℓ to whom
more than 1 − ϵ of the price of i is allocated, will have pℓ

i qi >

pℓ
i q2n+a, with a = 1, . . . ,m. This brings us to the following claim.
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Claim 7. In any feasible solution to public 2-warp , if there exists
some clause ca, a = 1, . . . ,m with variables xi, xj, xk, it cannot be
the case that for somemember ℓ, the prices of i, j and k in respectively
observations i, j and k are allocated for more than 1 − ϵ to ℓ.

Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that in a feasible
solution to public 2-warp some member ℓ is allocated almost
completely the prices of goods i, j, k occurring in some clause ca
in respective observations i, j, k. The following inequalities follow:
pℓ
i qi > pℓ

i q2n+a, pℓ
i qi > pℓ

i q2n+a, pℓ
i qi > pℓ

i q2n+a. Hence, in order
not to violatewarp for member ℓ, we must have:

pℓ
2n+aq2n+a < pℓ

2n+aqi (15)

pℓ
2n+aq2n+a < pℓ

2n+aqj (16)

pℓ
2n+aq2n+a < pℓ

2n+aqk. (17)

As Claim 6 shows that pℓ
2n+cq2n+c > 1, we must have pℓ

2n+cqi >

1. This can be rewritten as 2 × pℓ
2n+c,i + pℓ

2n+c,2n+i > 1, for
convenience, we will ignore pℓ

2n+c,2n+i as it is negligible in the
following analysis. We now have pℓ

2n+c,i > 1
2 . However, this must

hold for all three prices associated with i, j, k, which gives the
following pℓ

2n+cq2n+c = pℓ
2n+c,i + pℓ

2n+c,j + pℓ
2n+c,k > 3

2 . In this case,
pℓ
2n+c,i > 1

2 is no longer sufficient, as 2 × pℓ
2n+c,i + pℓ

2n+c,2n+i > 3
2

is required. By the same argument, we obtain that pℓ
2n+c,i > 3

4 .
However, in this case pℓ

2n+c,i + pℓ
2n+c,j + pℓ

2n+c,k > 9
4 . However,

by Claim 6 this cannot be the case for a feasible solution. By
contradiction, Claim 7 is thus proven. �

Now, it has become easy to show that a yes-instance of public
2-warp problem corresponds to a satisfying truth assignment in
mnae- 3-sat, and vice versa. It is clear that – if a feasible solution
to public 2-warp exists – the prices of good i in observation i, i =

1, . . . , n are always allocated with an extreme split. If the price of
good i in observation i is almost completely allocated to member
1, we set the corresponding variable xi to TRUE, otherwise we set
it to FALSE. By Claim 7, we know that if a feasible solution to public
warp exists, and goods i, j, k are in a clause, no member will have
the prices of all 3 goods allocated to him/her. Thus, a solution
to public 2-warp corresponds to a satisfying truth assignment in
mnae- 3-sat. The other direction, i.e., finding a solution to public
2-warpwhen a satisfying truth assignment inmnae- 3-sat is given
is easy: simply allocate almost completely good i in observation i
to member 1 if xi is TRUE, else allocate good i almost completely to
member 2, i = 1, . . . , n. For observations n + i and goods n + 1,
the reverse is done. 2n + m + 1 and 2n + m + 2 are respectively
allocated to members 1 and 2. All other prices may be split evenly
between the members. This will satisfy public 2-warp. �

Similar to the private setting, we can extend our NP-
completeness results for public 2-warp to public k-warp for any
fixed k ≥ 2.4

Theorem 4. Testing public k-warp is NP-complete for any fixed
k ≥ 2.

Proof. The proof for this Theorem is analogous to the proof of
Theorem 2. �

4 Again, the definition of public k-warp is directly analogous to the one of public
2-warp and, therefore, we do not include it here.
5. The general collective consumption model

The final collective consumption model that we consider is the
most general one. It does not make any assumption regarding
the nature of the consumed goods. That is, every good can
be privately or publicly consumed, and the private goods may
generate externalities. If a dataset S is a yes-instance to either
public or private 2-warp, it is thus also a yes-instance to general
2-warp. Clearly, the converse is not necessarily true. As before, we
only observe data at the aggregate household level.

Different from before, we no longer use the notions of feasible
personalized prices and quantities to characterize this general
collective model. Instead, we follow the approach developed in
Cherchye et al. (2007, 2012), which defines a revealed preference
characterization in terms of hypothetical preference relations. More
precisely, for some member ℓ, we denote by Hℓ

0 the hypothetical
preference of that member. The expression ‘‘qs Hℓ

0 qt ’’ means that
we hypothesize that member ℓ directly prefers the bundle qs over
the bundle qt (for s, t ∈ N). In Cherchye et al. (2007) these
hypothetical relations are then used to derive necessary conditions
that the data need to satisfy in order to be compatible with the
general collective consumption model. We refer to Cherchye et al.
(2007, 2012) for a detailed discussion.

Given our specific objective, we consider an extension of
warp to 2-member households that makes use of this notion
of hypothetical preferences. This extension is derived from the
revealed preference characterization in Proposition 2 of Cherchye
et al. (2007), by essentially dropping the transitivity requirement.

Definition 4 (General 2-warp). Let S = {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N} be a
dataset of a two-member household. We say that S is consistent
with general 2-warp if and only if there exist hypothetical
preferences H1

0 ,H
2
0 that satisfy:

(a) For each pair of distinct observations s, t ∈ N: if psqs ≥ psqt ,
then qs H1

0 qt or qs H2
0 qt ;

(b) For each pair of distinct observations s, t ∈ N: if psqs ≥

psqt , qt Hℓ
0 qs and qt ≠ qs, then qs Hr

0 qt , with ℓ, r ∈ {1, 2} and
ℓ ≠ r;

(c) For each three distinct observations s, t, u ∈ N: if psqs ≥

ps (qt + qu) and qt Hℓ
0 qs, then qs Hr

0 qu with ℓ, r ∈ {1, 2} and
ℓ ≠ r;

(d) For each pair of distinct observations s, t ∈ N: if qsH1
0qt , qsH

2
0qt

and qt ≠ qs, then ptqt < ptqs;
(e) For each three distinct observations s, t, u ∈ N: if qsH1

0qt and
quH2

0qt , then ptqt < pt(qs + qu).

In what follows, we will show that it is possible to check
this general 2-warp condition efficiently (i.e. in polynomial time),
which contrasts with our results for the private and public settings
in the previous sections. Importantly, we will only show this
complexity result for the two-member case. Different from before,
the result is not straightforwardly generalized towards the general
case with k householdmembers (k ≥ 2).We leave the study of this
k-member case for future research.5

As a first step towards formulating the decision problem
corresponding to our definition of general 2-warp, we define
a simplification of the above definition that is easier to use.
Specifically, we replace condition (b) with a closely similar, but
somewhat more stringent condition, and we drop conditions (d)
and (e).

5 In this respect, we note that existing applications of the collective model
usually consider households with only two decision makers (e.g. husband and
wife, with expenses on children treated as public consumption). Therefore, wemay
safely argue that the two-member case is the most relevant one from a practical
perspective.
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Definition 5 (General 2-warp). Let S = {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N} be a
dataset of a two-member household. We say that S is consistent
with general 2-warp if and only if there exist hypothetical
preferences H1

0 ,H
2
0 that satisfy:

(i) For each pair of distinct observations s, t ∈ N: if psqs ≥ psqt ,
then qs H1

0 qt or qs H2
0 qt ;

(ii) For each pair of distinct observations s, t ∈ N: if psqs ≥

psqt , qt Hℓ
0 qs and qt ≠ qs, then ¬(qs Hℓ

0 qt), with ℓ ∈ {1, 2};
(iii) For each three distinct observations s, t, u ∈ N: if psqs ≥

ps (qt + qu) and qt Hℓ
0 qs, then qs Hr

0 qu with ℓ, r ∈ {1, 2} and
ℓ ≠ r;

Claim 8. Definitions 4 and 5 are equivalent.

Proof. (⇒) Assume that there exist hypothetical relations for
which conditions (a)–(e) in Definition 4 are satisfied. It is clear that
conditions (i) and (iii) are then also satisfied, as these are identical
to (a) and (c). Now suppose the hypothetical relations include a
violation of (ii), i.e., there exist distinct observations s, t ∈ N ,
for which psqs ≥ psqt , qt H1

0 qs, qs H1
0 qt and qt ≠ qs. We then

have to consider two scenarios: either ptqt ≥ ptqs or ptqt <

ptqs. If ptqt < ptqs, then there is no need to specify qt H1
0 qs and

thus condition (ii) is by construction satisfied. In the alternative
scenario, ptqt ≥ ptqs, then qs H1

0 qt implies that qt H2
0 qs (since

condition (b) is satisfied). But this entails a violation of condition
(d), since psqs ≥ psqt , qt H1

0 qs and qt H2
0 qs. This gives us the

desired contradiction.
(⇐) Next assume there exist hypothetical relations for which

Conditions (i)–(iii) in Definition 5 are satisfied. Again, conditions
(a) and (c) are identical to (i) and (iii) and are satisfied. Next, if (b) is
violated, there exist s, t ∈ N such that psqs ≥ psqt , qt H1

0 qs, qt ≠

qs, and ¬(qs H2
0 qt). Since condition (i) requires either qs H1

0 qt or
qs H2

0 qt , it must be the case that qs H1
0 qt , which violates (ii), thus

there is violation of (b) if (i)–(iii) are satisfied. Now suppose (d)
is violated. Then qs H1

0 qt , qs H2
0 qt and ptqt ≥ ptqs. By rule (i), it

must then be the case that qt H1
0 qq or qt H2

0 qq, either ofwhich again
violates (ii). Finally, a violation of (e) implies qsH1

0qt , quH
2
0qt and

ptqt ≥ pt(qs+qu). To satisfy condition (iii), if ptqt ≥ pt(qs+qu) and
qsH1

0qt , it must be the case that qtH2
0qu, since we also have quH2

0qt ,
either (ii) or (iii) must be violated if (e) is violated. �

The problem of testing whether a collective rationalization of S
exists is then formulated as the following decision problem:

Problem 2-warp.

Instance: A dataset S := {(pt , qt) : t ∈ N}.

Question:Do there exist hypothetical preferencesH1
0 ,H

2
0 , such that

conditions (i)–(iii) in Definition 5 hold?
Before studying this decision problem more in detail, we want

to make the following remarks. If the dataset S contains only three
observations, let us say s, t , and u, then the answer to the decision
problem is No if and only if the following three inequalities hold:
psqs ≥ ps(qt + qu), ptqt ≥ pt(qs + qu), and puqu ≥ pu(qs + qt).
For datasets containing more than three observations, however,
the presence of these three inequalities is not necessary to have
a No answer. Indeed, the reader can check that the following
inequalities involving four observations, let us say s, t, u, and v,
also lead to a No answer to 2-warp: psqs ≥ psqt , ptqt ≥ pt(qs +

qu), ptqt ≥ pt(qs+qv), puqu ≥ pu(qt +qv), and pvqv ≥ pv(qt +qu).
Furthermore, we mention that if there is no inequality of the form
psqs ≥ ps(qt + qu) for all triples s, t , and u in N then we have a y es
instance of 2-warp.
5.1. A graph interpretation of 2-warp

We translate conditions (i) to (iii) into a directed graph set-
ting (see Talla Nobibon et al., 2011 for a related construction).
We build a directed graph G = (V , A) from the dataset S :=

{(pt , qt) : t ∈ N} as follows. A pair of distinct observations (s, t)
with s, t ∈ N represents a vertex in V if and only if both psqs ≥ psqt
and ptqt ≥ ptqs. Notice that V contains O(n2) vertices and if the
vertex (s, t) exists then the vertex (t, s) also exists. The set of arcs
A is defined in two steps as follows:

1: First, there is an arc from a vertex (s, t) to a vertex (u, v)
whenever t = u.

2: Second, for any three distinct observations s, t, u ∈ N satisfying
psqs ≥ ps(qt + qu), ptqt ≥ ptqs, puqu ≥ puqs, we have an arc
from (s, u) to (t, s), and from (s, t) to (u, s).

Notice that Step 1 ensures that there is an arc from node (s, t) to
node (t, s) and vice versa. This graph construction differs from the
one used when checking whether a dataset of a unitary household
satisfieswarp: in that case, a directed graph is built where a vertex
corresponds with an observation and there is an arc from s to t if
and only if psqs ≥ psqt . That approach is not considered because it
is not quite clear how to deal with inequalities of the form psqs ≥

ps(qt + qu).
Given the directed graph G = (V , A) built above, we define the

2-undirected graph G2 = (V , E) associatedwithG as the undirected
graph obtained from G by transforming any pair of arcs forming a
cycle of length 2 into a single edge (undirected arc);more precisely,
{v1, v2} ∈ E if and only if v1v2 ∈ A and v2v1 ∈ A.

As an illustration of the graph construction, consider a dataset
with three observations satisfying: p1q1 ≥ p1(q2 + q3), p2q2 ≥

p2(q1 + q3), p3q3 ≥ p3(q1 + q2), p2q2 ≥ p2q1, and p3q3 ≥ p3q1.
This implies the existence of the vertices depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
arcs stemming from Step 1 appear in Fig. 1(b), and the final graph is
depicted in Fig. 1(c), where the dashed arcs are derived from Step
2. Finally, the 2-undirected graph G2 associated with G is depicted
in Fig. 1(d). We have the following result.

Theorem 5. S is a y es instance of 2-warp if and only if the
2-undirected graph G2 associated with G is bipartite.

Proof. (⇐) Suppose that G2 is bipartite. Thus, the set of vertices
V can be partitioned into two subsets V1 and V2 such that each
subset induces an independent set. In other words, V = V1 ∪

V2, V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, and there is no edge between two vertices of V1
and no edge between two vertices of V2. We build the hypothetical
preferences H1

0 and H2
0 as follows: for every vertex (s, t) ∈ V1

(respectively (s, t) ∈ V2) we have qs H1
0 qt (respectively qs H2

0 qt ).
Furthermore, for two distinct observations s and t such that psqs ≥

psqt and (s, t) ∉ V , we set qs H1
0 qt and qs H2

0 qt . This completes
the definition of H1

0 and H2
0 . Notice that there is no distinct pair

of observations s, t for which we set qsHℓ
0qt and qtHℓ

0qs for some
ℓ ∈ {1, 2}. We now argue that H1

0 and H2
0 satisfy conditions (i) to

(iii).
Condition (i): Let s, t ∈ N be two distinct observations such that
psqs ≥ psqt . On the one hand, if (s, t) ∉ V then, by construction,
qs H1

0 qt and qs H2
0 qt . On the other hand, if (s, t) ∈ V = V1 ∪ V2

then (s, t) ∈ V1 or (s, t) ∈ V2, and hence qs H1
0 qt or qs H2

0 qt . Thus
condition (i) is satisfied.
Condition (ii): As described above, there is no distinct pair of
observations s, t ∈ N for which we set qsHℓ

0qt and qtHℓ
0qs for some

ℓ ∈ {1, 2}. Thus condition (ii) is satisfied.
Condition (iii): Let s, t, u ∈ N be three distinct observations such
that psqs ≥ ps(qt + qu) and qt H1

0 qs. There are two cases: (1) if
puqu < puqs then (s, u) ∉ V and, since psqs ≥ psqu, we have by
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(a) Existing vertices. (b) First set of arcs.

(c) Final graph G. (d) 2-undirected graph G2 .

Fig. 1. Illustration of the construction of G and the associated 2-undirected graph G2 .
construction of Hℓ
0, qs H1

0 qu and qs H2
0 qu, and we are done; (2) if

puqu ≥ puqs then (s, u) ∈ V . Let us now argue by contradiction
that (t, s) ∈ V . Indeed, if (t, s) ∉ V , then (s, t) ∉ V . That how-
ever, is impossible since psqs ≥ psqt , and we would have had by
construction qs H1

0 qt and qs H2
0 qt , which cannot be reconciledwith

qt H1
0 qs. Thus (t, s) ∈ V , and in fact, since qt H1

0 qs, (t, s) ∈ V1. Fol-
lowing the construction of G, we have an arc from (t, s) to (s, u)
and an arc from (s, u) to (t, s) (because psqs ≥ ps(qt + qu), ptqt ≥

ptqs, puqu ≥ puqs). Therefore, there is an edge between the vertices
(t, s) and (s, u) in G2, and we conclude that (s, u) ∈ V2, which im-
plies that qs H2

0 qu. This completes the verification of condition (iii).
(⇒) Now, we suppose that S is a y es instance of 2-warp; there

exist H1
0 and H2

0 satisfying conditions (i) to (iii). We want to show
that the 2-undirected graphG2 is bipartite. In otherwords,wewant
to partition V into two subsets V1 and V2 such that there is no edge
between two vertices of V1 and no edge between two vertices of V2.

Given H1
0 and H2

0 we set the vertices in V1 (respectively in V2)
as follows: a vertex (s, t) ∈ V belongs to V1 (respectively to
V2) if qs H1

0 qt (respectively qs H2
0 qt ). It is not difficult to see that

V1 ∩ V2 = ∅ and that any vertex in V is either in V1 or in V2. Hence,
V1 and V2 constitute a valid partition of V . We argue, by contra-
diction, that V1 and V2 induce independent sets. Without loss of
generality, suppose V1 is not an independent set. There exist two
vertices (s, t) and (u, v) in V1 with an edge between them in G2.
Thus, in the graph G there is an arc from (s, t) to (u, v), and from
(u, v) to (s, t). If both arcs originate from Step 1, we have u = t and
v = s, which implies (s, t) ∈ V1, and (t, s) ∈ V1 which can only
happen if qs H1

0 qt and qt H1
0 qs; this, however, contradicts condition

(ii) forH1
0 . If both arcs originate from Step 2,we also have u = t and

v = s, and the same argument applies. Hence, one arc originates
fromStep 1 and one arc originates fromStep 2.Without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume that the arc from (s, t) to (u, v) comes from
Step 1, while the arc from (u, v) to (s, t) comes from Step 2. This
implies thatu = t , and apparently ptqt ≥ pt(qs+qv). Since qs H1

0 qt ,
condition (iii) implies that qt H2

0 qv . By hypothesis, we have qt H1
0 qv

and pvqv ≥ pvqt (because (t, v) ∈ V1). From condition (i) we know
that qv H1

0 qt or qv H2
0 qt . This, together with qt H1

0 qv and qt H2
0 qv ,
implies that either qt H1
0 qv and qv H1

0 qt or qt H2
0 qv and qv H2

0 qt . In
the first case, H1

0 violates condition (ii) whereas in the second case
H2

0 violates condition (ii). In both cases, we have a contradiction
with condition (ii). This concludes the proof of Theorem 5. �

5.2. Algorithm for 2-warp

Wepresent an algorithm for 2-warp that is based on Theorem5.
The pseudocode is described by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for 2-warp
1: build the directed graph G from the dataset S
2: build the 2-undirected graph G2 associated with G
3: if G2 is bipartite then return yes, else return no

It is clear that each of the three steps of Algorithm 1 can be done
in polynomial time. Thus, we have the following result:

Theorem 6. Algorithm 1 solves 2-warp in polynomial time.

6. Conclusion

We studied three alternative extensions of the weak axiom
of revealed preference (warp) that apply to the collective
consumption model. We proved that for the private and public
settings, the corresponding testing problem is NP-complete even
for two (but also for more) household members. However, for the
general setting, testing 2-warp can be done in polynomial time for
households consisting of two members. When there are three or
more household members, the complexity of the testing problem
for this general setting remains an open question.
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